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6.1 Capacitance

Specification link-up 3.4.4: Capacitance
In terms of electron flow, what is happening when a capacitor
charges up?
How is the pd across the plates of a capacitor related to the charge
on its plate?
What do we use capacitors for?
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Common Uses
Capacitors are common components with a wide range of uses.

1.

Back-up power supplies in computers, watches etc.

2.

Some physics experiments need very high currents delivered for a very
short time. A bank of capacitors can be charged over a period of time but
discharged in a fraction of a second when required.

3.

Similarly, the rapid release of energy needed for a ‘flash bulb’ in a camera
often involves capacitor discharge. Try dismantling an old disposable
camera to see the capacitor. (be careful as it can give a nasty shock!)

4.

Trains which have capacitors which charge on downward stretch of hill.

5.

1A = 1CS-1 but 1C in 1mS is -> 1000A
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Simple ideas...
If we pump electrons onto the negative plate,
electrons are then repelled from the negative plate.
Since positives do not move, a positive charge is
induced.
The higher the potential difference, the more charge
is crowded onto the negative plate and the more
electrons repelled from the positive plate.
Therefore charge is stored. The plates have a certain
capacitance.
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Capacitance Defined...
Capacitance is defined as: The ratio of charge stored on an isolated conductor
to the change in potential. Or The charge required to cause unit potential
difference in a conductor. Since we have a positive and negative plate, we
have an electric field. Capacitance is measured in units called farads (F) of
which the definition is: 1 Farad is the capacitance of a conductor, which has
potential difference of 1 volt when it carries a charge of 1 coulomb.
So we can write from this definition:

Q
C
V

Q  CV

V = p.d. in volts across
the plates
C = Capacitance of plates
in Farads F

Q = Charge stored in
Coulombs C
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Rectification
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Rectification
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Capacitive Smoothing...
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Background information
A 1 farad capacitor is actually a very big capacitor indeed so
instead we use microfarads ( F) where 1 F = 1 × 10-6 F.
Smaller capacitors are measured in nanofarads (nF), 10-9 F, or
picofarads (pF), 1 × 10-12 F.

A working voltage is also given. If the capacitor exceeds this
voltage, the insulating layer will break down and the
component shorts out.
The working voltage can be as low as 16V, or as high as 1000
V.
The voltage rises as we charge up a capacitor, and falls as the
capacitor discharges. The current falls from a high value as
the capacitor charges up, and rises as it discharges
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Dielectric Capacitors (non-electrolytic)
Very few capacitors consist of flat
plates. Instead, they consist of two
layers of aluminium foil alternating
between two layers of dielectric. The
whole lot is rolled up like a Swiss roll
to make a compact shape.
Non electrolytic capacitors have a
mica or polyester dielectric layer. The
value of the capacitors made in this
way is quite low, up to about 10 F.

The dielectric allows more charges to
build up on the plates for the same
p.d. across the plates.
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Electrolytic?
Electrolytic capacitors are capable of holding a much
bigger charge. The aluminium metal plates are either
side of a sheet of paper soaked in aluminium borate.
When the capacitor is charged up, there is a chemical
reaction that deposits an aluminium oxide layer on the
positive plate. This acts as the dielectric. The electrolyte
soaked paper acts as the negative plate.

C
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1. The electrolyte itself acts as the
negative plate
2. The aluminium oxide layer is
the dielectric.
3. The dielectric layer is very thin
(10 –4 m), which results in a very
large capacitance. This can be
as much as 100 000 F.
4. New techniques have
produced capacitors as much
as 10 F.
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Capacitor Values (extra stuff)
If a capacitor has a number on the side like this (see image) it tells us
what their capacitance is. Some of the smaller capacitors (e.g ceramic
capacitors) use number codes with 3 digits. The third digit denotes here
the number of zeros you must add. The unit is pico-Farad (pF)
Value = digit1 digit2 * 10digit3 pF
Common digit3 multipliers:
5 = 0.1 μF = 100 nF
4 = 10 nF
3 = 1 nF
2 = 0.1 nF
1 = 10 pF

The value is: 22 x 103pF = 22 x 1000pF = 22 000pF = 22 x 1 nF = 22 nF.
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Capacitor Tolerances (extra stuff)
If a capacitor has a letter on the side like this it
tells us how accurate their ratings are. This adds
onto the number you see...
224K = 220nF with 10% Tolerance
224G = 220nF with 2% Tolerance
C

+/- 0.25pF

D

+/- 0.5pF

F

1%

G

2%

J

5%

K

10%

M

20%

Z

+80 -20%
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Simple Circuit Behaviour
If we connect a capacitor in series with a bulb it can behave in two ways:

1.

If connected to a d.c. circuit, the bulb flashes, then goes out as the charges
build up on one plate until the current falls to zero.

2.

In an a.c. circuit, the bulb remains on as the charges can flow onto one plate
then then another keeping a current flowing.

A capacitor blocks d.c.
A capacitor allows a.c. to flow.
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Investigations
Draw out some simple circuits which will test the simple ideas that you have covered.
You are trying to investigate the ideas below. Make a plan for your work then act on it…
Make sure you consider that if too much current flows or the p.d. for charging is to high
it will destroy the capacitor!
“1 Farad is the capacitance of a conductor, which has potential difference of 1 volt
when it carries a charge of 1 coulomb. “
If we connect a capacitor in series with a bulb it can behave in two ways:
1.

If connected to a d.c. circuit, the bulb flashes, then goes out as the charges build
up on one plate until the current falls to zero.

2.

In an a.c. circuit, the bulb remains on as the charges can flow onto one plate then
then another keeping a current flowing.
V = p.d. in volts across the plates

applet

C = Capacitance of plates in Farads F

Q
C
V

Q = Charge stored in Coulombs C
http://www.lon-capa.org/~mmp/kap23/RC/app.htm
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Reed Switches....
A reed relay is one or more reed switches controlled by an electromagnet. The
contacts are of magnetic material and the electromagnet acts directly on them
without requiring an armature to move them. Sealed in a long, narrow glass tube
to protect from corrosion. The idea is simply to allow a current to flow when the
magnet is on. You can also use them in a type of flick switch.
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Measuring a Capacitance
This circuit can be used to measure the value of a capacitor:
The reed switch is operated from a 400 Hz supply. (diode inline)

It operates to charge up the capacitor (left flick)
Then current falls to zero so the reed switch flies across (right flick) to
discharge the capacitor through a resistance and ammeter
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Measuring a Capacitance
We also know the current flow equation of
Q=It.

We also know that f = 1/t
So combing the two equations…

Also Q=CV so…….

1
f 
t
Q
I
t
I  Qf
I
Q
f

I
 CV
f
I  CVf
I
C
Vf
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Calculations....
A capacitor is connected to a 12-volt power supply by a reed switch
operating at 400 Hz. The ammeter reads 45 mA. What is the
capacitance of the capacitor?

C = 0.045 A / (400 Hz × 12.0 V) = 9.38 × 10-6 F = 9.38 F
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How can it be connected...
If we want to limit the current flow to 10mA we must think
about V & I. Certainly running at maximum is a bad idea so pick
9V as a safe voltage;
• V = IR so 9/5mA = 1800 is the minimum resistance.

I
C
Vf
V  IR
I 1

V R
1
C
Rf

• To be safe 9/2mA = 4500 so any range would be fine.
• The frequency must be below 400Hz so 300Hz again is a
sensible limit.
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How can it be connected...
These are some results taken from a 10 F
capacitor and 1000 resistor

Voltage
(V)

Ammeter
(mA)

Frequency
(Hz)

Capacitance
( F)

Using Rf for
Capacitance ( F)

8.01

12

352

4.256

2.8

3.65

8

353

6.209

2.8

5.89

12

201

10.1

4.9

I
C
Vf
V  IR
I 1

V R
1
C
Rf
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Calculation of effective capacitance of combinations of series and
parallel capacitors (Proof of formulae is not required.)

K

S

What are the appropriate formula to combine
capacitance in series and parallel.
Calculation of effective capacitance of
combinations of series and parallel capacitors.
(The actual proofs of formulae is not required.)

U

1
1
1


C C1 C2
C  C1  C2

Why the formulae work the way that they do.
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Capacitance in Parallel
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Capacitance in Series
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Combining Capacitance....
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Combining Capacitance....
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Questions......
1. If C1 = 10nF = C2 = C3 what would CT =
C1

2. If C1 = 5nF, C1 = 15nF, C3 = 15nF what would CT =

C2
1.
2.
3.
4.

3. If CT = 100nF and C1 = C2 = C3, what is the value
of each?
4. If CT = 80nF C1 = 10nF C2 = 15nF what is the value
of C3?

C3

CT = 3.33nF
CT = 3.75nF
C = 300nF
Impossible

C1

1. If C1 = 10nF = C2 = C3 what would CT =
2. If C1 = 5nF, C1 = 15nF, C3 = 15nF what would CT =
3. If CT = 99nF and C1 = C2 = C3, what is the value
of each?
4. If CT = 80nF C1 = 10nF C2 = 15nF what is the
value of C3?

C2
1.
2.
3.
4.

CT = 30nF
CT = 35nF
C = 33nF
C = 55nF

C3
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How do they relate to capacitors
It follows that there are similar equations:

Energy stored in a spring

= 1/2 Fx = 1/2 kx2

Energy stored in a capacitor = 1/2 QV = 1/2 CV2
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6.2 Energy Stored in a Capacitor

Specification link-up 3.4.4: Energy stored by a capacitor
Why does a capacitor store energy as it is being charged?
What form of energy is stored by a capacitor?
If the charge stored is doubled, what happens to the amount of
energy stored?
2

1
1
Q
2
E  QV  CV 
2
2
2C
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Units check....
Can you give the SI units for each of these relations don’t
confuse capacitance with the unit of the coulomb
[C].....

C=[C2J-1]
Q = [C]
V = [JC-1]

1
QV 
2
1
2
CV 
2
2
Q

2C
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Energy Stored
When we charge up a capacitor, we make a certain amount of charge move
through a certain voltage. We are doing a job of work on the charge to build up
the electric field in the capacitor. Thus we can get the capacitor to do a job of
useful work. We know that:
Energy = charge x voltage
E = ½QV.

This relationship tells us that the charge – voltage graph is a straight line:
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Energy Stored
The capacitor is charged with charge Q to a
voltage V. Suppose we discharged the
capacitor by a tiny amount of charge, dQ.
The resulting tiny energy loss (dW) can be
worked out from the first equation:
dW = dQ x V
This is the same as the area of the grey
rectangle on the graph. If we discharge the
capacitor completely, we can see that:
Energy loss = area of all the little rectangles
= area of triangle below the graph
= ½ QV
By substitution of Q = CV, we can go on to
write:

1
1
2
W  QV  CV
2
2
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Examples...
1) What is the energy held by a 50 000 F
capacitor charged to 12.0 V?
Use E = ½ CV2

3) What voltage is required to
charge a 9mF capacitor with 2.6J
of Energy.
((2 x 2.6J) / 9mF)0.5 = 24V

E = ½ × 50 000 × 10-6 F × (12.0 V)2
= 3.6 J
2) What is the energy held by a 50F capacitor
charged to 6.0 V?
Use E = ½ CV2
E = ½ × 50F × (6.0 V)2
= 900 J

1
2
E  CV
2
2E
V
C

(a massive amount!)
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Defibrillators...
In using a defibrillator, a doctor needs to be able to transfer
different amounts of energy to different patients. A patient with
an irregular heart rhythm can be given a small electric shock
before the condition of the heart deteriorates. If fibrillation has
started, a much larger shock is required to restart normal
contractions. Designers of defibrillators need to be able to relate
the amount of energy stored to the capacitance of the
defibrillator capacitors and the p.d. across the plates.
Small irregularities in heart rhythm can be corrected by
transferring around 10J of energy to the patient. Stopping
fibrillation needs about 200J at the first attempt and 360J for
subsequent attempts. This energy is delivered as a pulse of short
duration; somewhere between 3 and 9 milliseconds is typical.

The Hewlett Packard Codemaster defibrillator and monitor, uses
a 12 V, 4 Ah battery. Only 10% of the battery's stored energy is
used to charge the capacitor. How many times could it be used at
the 360J setting?
12V x 4A x 3600s = 12 J/C x 4C/s x 3600s = 172800J
172800J / 360J = 480
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Defibrillators...
Human skin has quite a high resistance. Would it be better to build a defibrillator using a small
capacitance charged to a large p.d. or a large capacitance charged to a small p.d. Explain your
answer?

High PD to enable you to break through the resistance

The manufacturing limit for portable high-voltage capacitors is about 100 F. Show that a
charging p.d. of 2700 V would be needed to store 360 J.
2
-4

360 = ½ CV = 720 / 1 x10 = 2683V

Potential differences of around 2700 V are difficult to achieve on portable equipment,
particularly as the operator needs the capacitor to recharge rapidly for further shocks. Doctors
need a recharge time of 5 seconds. What charging current is required?

E=VIt Hence… I = 0.03A

At 2700 V, charge stored on a 100 F capacitor is:
Q = CV = 100 x 10-6Fx2700V = 0.27 C
To deliver this in 5 seconds needs a mean charging current, I of:

Q/t = 0.27C / 5s = 0.054A.
This may seem small but the mean charging power would be;

P = E/t = 360J / 5s = 72W
Most defibrillators use a sealed lead acid battery to meet this power requirement.
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Factors affecting capacitance – (not required)
K

S

U

What are the factors affecting capacitance. i.e.
Area of plates, 0, r and separation of plates

Using these factors to calculate and compare
capacitances.

C

 o r A
d

An experimental treatment is expected, e.g. using
a reed switch.
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Formulae & Definitions
If we think of capacitance as a physical idea involving materials and sizes by
experimentation we can define a formulae as such;

C is the capacitance in farads, F
A is the area of each plate, measured in square meters

εr is the relative static permittivity (sometimes called the dielectric constant) of
the material between the plates, (vacuum =1)
ε0 is the permittivity of free space where ε0 = 8.854x10-12 F/m
d is the separation between the plates, measured in meters

C
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d
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Relations - ε0
If we look at the permittivity terms first.

It is basically the scale factor between the unit of force and the unit of charge.
We like to measure charge in coulombs and measure forces (or electric fields) in
Newtons (Newtons per coulomb). The coefficient that we need to make it
“come out right” is related to the permittivity of free space.
Permittivity can be though of how much a charge wants to move through a field
and is a constant for a vacuum.
ε0 is the permittivity of free space where ε0 = 8.854x10-12 F/m

C
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Relations - εr
The idea of relative permittivity is simple. It is a factor
on whereby we can compare other materials
permittivity to that of a vacuum or “free space”. It does
not have a unit.
The relative static permittivity εr can be measured by
checking the capacitance without a dielectric layer
made of the material and then with. Obviously the
higher the r the higher the overall capacitance is of
the capacitor. The higher number indicates that the
material resists the electric field across the capacitor
more.

Material
Vacuum
Air
Polyethylene
Polystyrene
Paper
Electroactive
polymers
Pyrex (Glass)
Rubber
Graphite
Water
Titanium dioxide

Dielectric
constant εr
1 (by definition)
1.00054
2.25
2.4–2.7
3.5

Mr Powell 2008

2–12
4.7 (3.7–10)
7
10–15
30-85
86–173

Index

Relations - A & D
A is the area of each plate, measured in square
meters and obviously also has a directly proportional
relationship to capacitance.
d is the separation between the plates, measured in
meters so gives the opposite effect. This is an
inversely proportional relationship so as the distance
decreases i.e. below 1m as would be the case for all
usual capacitors the value of capacitance must go
up.

C
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CA
1
C
d
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More examples...
This picture below shows the
idea of varying the area of
plates by turning the dial.
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Real Circuit Boards
The capacitors can
be identified by
labels beginning
with the letter "C".
This is an example
of a network card
or modem….
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Revision Questions
1. A parallel plate capacitor has plate area of 1 cm2 and a
separation of 1 mm of air (assume dielectric constant of
1). Calculate the capacitance.
C=

oA/d

= 8.85 x 10-12 / 1 x 10-3 = 0.88 x 10-12 = 0.88pF

2. If the capacitor, in the previous question, now has a
dielectric in the 1mm gap with a dielectric constant of 6.
What is the new capacitance? What separation is
needed (filled with the dielectric) to create a
capacitance of 1 nF with same plate area?
C = 6 x 0.88pF = 5.28pF, If C = 1nF new distance is 5.28pF /
1nF millimeters. Gives 5.28 x 10-6
3. Calculate equivalent capacitance of this combination
Series: 1/C = ½ + 1/5 = 7/10 C = 1.43 F
Parallel: 1.43 F + 3 F + 2 F = 6.43 F
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Quick Challenge...

V

Q

Charge
Current

CS-1

C

C

Volt

(V) JC-1

I

Capacitance

(F) C2J-1
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6.3 Discharge of a Capacitor
Specification link-up 3.4.4: Capacitor discharge

Q  Qo e

 t / RC

What is the shape of the Q-t charging curves? And the Q-t discharging
curves?
Time Constant = RC
Which circuit components could be changed to make the charge/discharge
slower?
What is meant by the time constant of a capacitor-resistor circuit?
Skills – Graph Plotting
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Exponential Decay of Capacitor 2000 F & 66k
Example Results
time (+/Volts (+/0.01s)
0.01V)
ln(V) +/-3%
0
1.39
20
1.2
40
1.04
60
0.89
80
0.77
100
0.67
120
0.58
140
0.5
160
0.43
180
0.37
200
0.32
220
0.28
240
0.24
260
0.21
280
0.18
300
0.16
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Simple Circuit for Discharge
This is a typical circuit used to study the discharge of a capacitor. When the
switch closes the current flows from the 5V supply and a p.d. of 5V operates
across the plates delivering a charge of Q = CV. The is the LH loop of circuit.
The RH loop is the discharge part of the circuit and when S is open allows any
accumulated charge “Q” to move around the circuit through the resistor “R”. As
this happens the P.D. across the capacitor reduces over time...
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Using Crocodile Physics to Model
If we setup a model circuit (with internal resistance) we can see how the
reading for V changes with time.
1.

Get the computer to plot a graph of our results over a period of time
for the discharge...

2.

Then alter the values of C & R.

3.

Can you see any simple patterns? (A-E)

4.

Can you see any patterns i.e. If C -> 2C or R -> 2R to make a numerical
pattern (A* & above)
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Discharge Graph....
The results give a typical exponential relation with an R2 =1 to we
can be quite confident about our formulae. However, what does it
relate to?
Discharge of a Capacitor

6.0

y = 5.0303e-0.04x
R² = 1

Potenial Differnce (V)

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0
Time in seconds (S)

50.0

60.0

70.0
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Regression Analysis I

y = 5.0303e-0.04x or in this case;

V = 5.0303e-0.04t

This is very useful and actually tells us that;
V0 = 5.0303 Volts (the starting voltage of the discharge)
but we know that Q=CV so Q V
Also we have know values for R and C R = 50k & C = 500 F.

So 1/RC =0.04
This shows us that; V = Vo e-t/RC or Q = Qo e-t/RC
An experimental proof of the formula!
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Example from Experiment....
Exponential Decay of Capacitor 2000 F & 66k
1.6
1.4

Voltage (V)

1.2
1

y = 1.382e-0.007x
R² = 0.9999

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Time in Seconds (s)
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Example from Experiment....
Graph of Discharge of Capacitor 2000 F & 66k
0.50

0.00
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Ln(V)

-0.50

-1.00

y = -0.0073x + 0.3236
R² = 0.9999

-1.50

-2.00

Time in seconds (s)
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Exponential Law I
Let's think about current
across the plate..

Then use V=Q/C to sub into
equ
Now look at the idea of a
small change of charge in
time t to represent the
decay

We use the relation for Q=It
Now sub in

simplify and collect terms...

V
I
R
Q 1
I  
C  R
Q
I
RC
if t  0
Q   It
Q Q


t RC
Q
1

t
Q
RC
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Exponential Law II
Now sub in d for delta
so show in differential
form
integrate w.r.t Q and t.
This comes out to a ln
function for Q and t
side is raised by power
1

Now gather Ln’s
Place exp on both
sides. To cancel Ln on
one side.
Left in exponetial form.

Q
1

t
Q
RC
1
1
dQ  
dt
Q
RC
Q 1
t 1
Q0 Q dQ   0 RC dt
t
ln Q  ln Qo  
RC
Q
t
ln

Qo
RC
Q
e
Qo



t
RC
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Exponential Law III
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Exponential Law IV
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Time Constant Calculations...
Let's think about the decay equation.
What if the time was equal to RC to give a
simplified formulae…..
So at time t = RC the charge falls to 1/e of
its original value.
This is a similar idea behind T½ In
radioactive decay law.

It is a “characteristic” of the decay graph.

V
 t / RC
e
V0
V
1
e
V0
or
Q
1
 e  0.367
Qo
Q  0.367Qo
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Does this discharge relate to this graph?

6.0

Potenial Differnce (V)

5.0

y = 5.0303e-0.04x
R² = 1

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

Time in40.0
seconds (S)

50.0

60.0

70.0

Q  Qo e

80.0

 t / RC
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Exponential Parity - Synoptic

Ideas

Capacitors

Radioactivity

Basic Equation

Q = Qo e-t/RC

N = No e-lt

Rate of Decay

current I = dQ/dt = –Q/RC

activity A = dN/dt = –lN

Characteristic ‘time’

Time constant = RC = time
for charge to fall by 1/e

Half life = T1/2 = time for no.
of atoms to fall by 1/2.

T1/2/RC = ln 2

T1/2 = ln 2
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Questions on Capacitance

Questions....
1. A 30 mF capacitor is discharged through a 9000 W resistance.
How long will it take for the charge on the capacitor to drop
from 70C to 10C?
2. A 50 mF capacitor is discharged through a 10000 W
resistance. How long will it take for the potential difference
across the capacitor to fall to 40% of its initial value?

Time (ms) P.D. (V)
6.0
0
4.4
10
3.3
20
2.4
30
1.7
40
1.2
50
0.9
60

3. Plot a graph of the readings for a 4.7 mF capacitor from the
table. Calculate the initial charge stored, the energy stored
when the capacitor has been discharging for 35 ms, the time
constant for the circuit and the resistance of the resistor.
4. What will the voltage be on a 900pF capacitor with an initial
voltage of 6V, after 8ms with an external resistance of 5000
W?
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Time (ms) P.D. (V)
6.0
0
4.4
10
3.3
20
2.4
30
1.7
40
1.2
50
0.9
60

Answer Question 3

7

Potential Difference (V)

6

5

4

y = 6.1063e-31.98x
3

2

V  Vo e

1

 t / RC

0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

time in (ms)
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Answer Question 3
Plot a graph of the readings for a 4.7 mF capacitor from the table. Calculate
the initial charge stored, the energy stored when the capacitor has been
discharging for 35 ms, the time constant for the circuit and the resistance of
the resistor.
Q = CV = 4.7 x 10-6F x 6V = 28.2 x 10-6C

E=1/2CV2 =1/2 x 4.7x10-6 x22 = 9.4x10-6 J

(read 2V from the graph)

Now, we need to know when t=RC, when Q=Q0e-t/RC, Q=Q0e-RC/RC Q=Q0e-1

So Q=Q0/e therefore V=V0/e , 1/e =1/2.717=0.368V0 = 0.368x6=2.2V
(Read this value from the graph = 32ms)

The time constant = RC =32ms, R =32x10-3/4.7x10-6 = 6800W
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Answer Question 4
What will the voltage be on a 900pF capacitor with an initial voltage of 6V,
after 8ms with an external resistance of 5000 W?

V = V0e-t/RC
t/RC = 8x10-6/(5000x900x10-12) = 1.79
V=6V x e-1.79
V=1.0V
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Revision Questions....
1.

A 700 nF capacitor is charged up through a 230 kOhm resistor. What is
the time constant of this arrangement? What is the initial current if the
circuit is being charged by a source with emf 6V (ignore its internal
resistance)?

2.

A capacitor discharges through a 450 Ohm resistor. If the time constant
is 0.3 s what is the capacitance? How long will it take the voltage across
the capacitor to fall to below 1% of the initial value?

3.

A 120µF capacitor is placed across a 24V supply and charged up fully.
What is the charge on the plates and what is the energy stored? What
voltage would be needed if the capacitor is to store only half the energy
when fully charged?
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Answers
1) Time constant = RC = 7 x 10-7 x 230000 = 0.16 secs
Initial current = emf / resistance = 6/ 230000 = 26
2) Time constant = RC
so C = Time const / R = 0.3 / 450 = 667 µF

Will fall to below 1% of its original value in 5 time
constants. So it will take 1.5 seconds to fall to this value.

3) Q = C V = 2.88 x 10-3 C
Energy stored = ½CV2 = 34.6 mJ
For half the energy stored we need to halve V2, so we must divide
V by sqrt(2), which gives 16.97 V
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Summary
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Old Spec B A2 Questions

June 06 Question 3
The picture shows a circuit for
measuring the capacitance of a
capacitor.
The switch is driven by a signal
generator and oscillates between S1
and S2 with
frequency f.
When the switch is in position S1 the
capacitor charges until the potential
difference across it is equal to the
supply emf. When the switch moves to
position S2 the capacitor discharges
through the micro ammeter which has a
resistance of 1000Ω.
In one experiment a 0.047 μF capacitor
is used with a 12V supply.

1. State the three factors upon which the
capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor
depends.
2. Calculate the charge stored by the capacitor
when the switch is in position S1.
3. Calculate the time for which the switch must
remain in contact with S2 in order for the
charge on the capacitor to fall to 1% of its
initial charge.
4. Assuming that the capacitor discharges all the
stored charge through the micro ammeter,
calculate the reading on the meter when the
switch oscillates at 400 Hz.
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Jan 06 Question 3
A 500 μF capacitor and a 1000 μF capacitor are connected in series. Calculate the total
capacitance of the combination.
The picture shows a diagram of an arrangement used to investigate the energy stored by a
capacitor. The bundle of constantan wire has a resistance of 8.5Ω. The capacitor is initially
charged to a potential difference of 9.0V by closing S1.
(i) Calculate the charge stored by the 0.25 F capacitor.
(ii) Calculate the energy stored by the capacitor.

(iii) Switch S1 is now opened and S2 is closed so that the capacitor discharges through the
constantan wire. Calculate the time taken for the potential difference across the capacitor
to fall to 0.10V.
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Jan 06 Question 3
Switch S1 is now opened and S2 is closed so that the capacitor discharges
through the constantan wire. Calculate the time taken for the potential
difference across the capacitor to fall to 0.10V.
The volume of constantan wire in the bundle is 2.2 × 10-7m3. The density of
constantan = 8900 kgm-3 specific heat capacity of constantan = 420 J kg-1 K-1
(i)

Assume that all the energy stored by the capacitor is used to raise the
temperature of the wire. Use your answer to part (b)(ii) to calculate the
expected temperature rise when the capacitor is discharged through the
constantan wire.

(ii) Give two reasons why, in practice, the final temperature will be lower than
that calculated in part (c)(i).
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Jan 06 Question 3
The volume of constantan wire in the bundle is 2.2 × 10-7m3. The density of constantan =
8900 kgm-3 specific heat capacity of constantan = 420 J kg-1 K-1
(i)

Assume that all the energy stored by the capacitor is used to raise the temperature of
the wire. Use your answer to part (b)(ii) to calculate the expected temperature rise
when the capacitor is discharged through the constantan wire.

(ii)

Give two reasons why, in practice, the final temperature will be lower than that
calculated in part (c)(i).
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June 05 Question 5
In the circuit shown in Figure 6 both capacitors are initially uncharged and both
switches are open. The values of R, C2 and the emf of the battery are given in
Figure 6.
(a) When S1 is closed, while S2 remains open, a charge flows until the voltmeter
reading is 2.47V.
(i) Calculate the charge stored by C2.
(ii) What is the charge stored by C1?
(iii) Calculate the potential
difference across C1.
(iv) Calculate the capacitance of C1.
b) S1 is now opened again and S2 is then closed so that C2 discharges through R.
(i) Calculate the time constant for this discharge.
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June 05 Question 5
b (ii) On the axes given in Figure 7, sketch a graph of the potential difference, V, across C2
against time, t, for this discharge. Mark scales on both axes.
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June 05 Question 5 (Ans)
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June 05 Question 5
c) Calculate the total energy stored by C1 and C2 when connected as shown in Figure

470 F

2200 F
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June 04 Question 6
The Earth’s surface and the base of a charged cloud can be considered to be two plates of a
parallel-plate capacitor.
(a) Calculate the capacitance of an Earth-cloud system when the base of the cloud has an
area of 1.4 × 106m2 and is 800 m above the Earth’s surface.
ε0 = 8.9 × 10.12Fm-1 εr for air = 1.0

(b) A potential difference of 3.0 × 106V across each metre of air will cause the air to break
down and allow the cloud to discharge to the Earth.
(i) Show that the average breakdown p.d. for the 800 m layer of air between the Earth and
the base of the cloud is about 2.5 × 109 V.
(ii) Calculate the maximum energy that the charged Earth . cloud system can store.
(iii) Calculate the maximum charge stored by the system before breakdown commences.
(c) By considering the cloud discharge to be modelled by a resistor connected across a
capacitor, calculate the resistance that would allow a cloud to discharge 99% of its charge to
Earth in a time of 0.25 s.
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Jan O5 Question 3

6V

Figure 3 shows a capacitor microphone and its associated
electrical circuit.
The microphone consists of a thin metal plate placed close to
a rigid metal disc. Air-pressure variations cause the plate to
move towards and away from the fixed disc when a sound
wave is incident on the microphone.

plate

(a) The metal plate has a radius of 2.5 mm and is 4.5 μm from
the rigid disc. Show that the capacitance of the
microphone is about 40 pF.
permittivity of free space = 8.9 × 10.12 Fm-1
relative permittivity of air = 1.0
b) Explain how the movements of the plate lead to electrical
currents in the circuit. (6 marks inc QWC 2)
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Jan O5 Question 3
(c) In order to reproduce sound accurately, the time constant
due to the microphone capacitance and the total circuit
resistance must be less than 15 μs. Calculate the maximum
value that the circuit resistance can have.

6V

plate

(d) A sound wave causes the distance between disc and plate to
increase, changing the capacitance by 0.20 pF. The potential
difference across the capacitor is 6.0V.

(i) Calculate the charge that flows through the power supply.
(ii) Calculate the change in electrical energy stored by the
capacitor microphone.
(iii) State and explain whether energy is being supplied by or to
the power supply whilst the charge in part (d)(i) is flowing.
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